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The Annual reunion at North Weald August 18th 2012

No 249 (Gold Coast) Squadron Association

NEWSLETTER APRIL

2013

The annual reunion once again was held at North Weald. Attendance was over 60, slightly less than
last year. The Wreath Laying was led by our President Sir John Sutton, who was accompanied by his
wife Lady Angela Sutton.
The Chairman Terry Gill read out a list of members who had passed away since the last reunion.
The Honour Party was once again formed by members of 249 millennium Hailsham ATC Squadron.
After the ceremony the party retired to the “Squadron” for refreshments and renewal of old friendships.
W.O Tina Calvert gave us an update of the ATC Squadrons’ activities. The cadets organised and ran
the raffle which brought in £142 for the Association Funds. Our thanks to all who participated in the
event.

Air Marshal Sir John Sutton laying the Squadron Wreath at
North Weald Memorial

James Nicolson and Dixie Heron

Jim Ellis

249 ATC Cadets Forming up the

Sir John, Lady Angela and Terry Gill
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The Annual reunion at North Weald August 18th 2012

Lady Angela with the Venom Crew

Dixie Heron and Son

249 Squadron Aircrew and Ground Crew Reunion Week of 28th Feb 1st March
2014
The Canberra element have been having annual weekend reunions for 25 years. It was decided at this years reunion that in future the reunion should be open to all 249 members, associate members and guests.
The next reunion will be at The Bosworth Hall Hotel, Market Bosworth on the weekending 28th Feb, 1st March 2014.
Anyone wishing to join us on this weekend, please contact me on 01914550229, or email: tommycullen@virginmedia.com.
To save costs I will be including the booking forms with this news letter to those who are already on my mailing list.
New applicants will receive them separately.

Bosworth Hall Hotel

The Annual reunion at North Weald August 17th 2013
The annual reunion will take place at North Weald on Saturday 17th August 2013. See booking forms. Unfortunately, because of rising costs the cost of the buffet lunch will be slightly more expensive this year, £12 for Children and Cadets, £17
for adults.
Once again we hope to have 249 ATC Millennium Squadron for be our Honour Guard.
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Charles Wilson
Another story from Charles memoirs.

3 — TARGET 11 LUSSIN PICC1OLO
Every evening around 7.30 the phone rang in the NCO pilots' mess of 249
Squadron situated on a high piece of ground overlooking the Adriatic Sea near
Termoli. The evening of February 22nd 1945 was no exception and true to form the
blower rang soon after half past seven. There was no need for Warrant Officer Russum to shout for silence as he picked up the phone. The pilots sitting around playing
cards or discussing events of the day over a beer knew that one of the flight commanders was on the other end of the line. Russum picked up the phone, said,
"Russum here. Yes"- picked up a pencil and started scribbling on a small pad
beside the phone. "OK, we'll be over at once", he said, putting down the phone.
"Something big on tomorrow morning", he said. The CO wants to see us at once in
the officers' Mess.
“It's to be a six plane show -,four of us and two of them. Johnny, Ted, Jock; come on, let's not keep the Old Man waiting". The three other pilots sitting at the bar, made from the tail-plane of a Liberator, were having a beer. They put down
their glasses and followed Russum out of the Nissen hut and across the field to the Officers' Mess.
The CO was just finishing off the last drops of a glass of whiskey when the four NCO pilots walked into the Mess.
FI-Lt Muir and Flying-Officer MacCaig were busy at a table, talking and looking over some maps. Beside them was the
Squadron Intelligence Officer, known to everyone as The Spy. Muir was the first one to speak. "Hullo, chaps. You'll be going
to bed early tonight". Then he turned to the CO, "Can we start, sir?". The CO moved over to the table and sat down. 'We've had an
urgent call from the Wing-Commander telling us that Intelligence have received a radio message from the Yugoslav partisans
informing them of the movement of some German or Italian midget submarines along the Dalmatian coast". He paused for a
few seconds to let the information sink in. "Late this afternoon the midget subs went into Cegale Cove on the island of Lussinpiccolo. We don't know how long they'll stay there. But it's certain that they won't move out before tomorrow morning. Another brief
pause and then he went on. "Our job is to get out to them as early as possible tomorrow morning, surprise them and destroy as
many of them as we can. All of them, if possible. FI-Lt Muir will lead the show, so I'll let him gen you up. OK, John, take over".
The CO, having said his piece, did not move away from the table. He sat on, listening carefully, until the briefing ended.
Muir started off, "Most of us have been over Lussinpiccolo before and we know the flak is heavy and accurate. What we must do
is to get on top of the target before the flak boys roll out of bed. Surprise is absolutely essential or we'll be in for a hot time. Now
here's the plan of attack we'll follow. Take-off will be at 7 a.m. There should be just enough daylight then to let us form up. I don't
intend climbing any higher than a 100 feet after take-off, so keep your fingers out and have your wits about you when we're
forming up. I'll keep on my takeoff course a bit longer than usual so that Number Six is not turning on his wing tip at the
end of the runway. You should all be in line astern by the time I reach the top of the runway on my downwind leg. I'll then do
a gentle turn across the airfield onto course so that you can get into battle formation quickly. As soon as I'm on course
I'll be going down to 50 feet. So you know what that means: maximum concentration. At this height their radar won't pick us
up until it's too late. Strict RT silence must be observed on the way out to the target and must only be broken in case of emergency. If anyone has engine trouble or must turn back for any reason he must be accompanied as usual by his Number
One or Number Two as the case may be. If anyone is forced to ditch, Number One or Number Two will climb up and radio
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for a fix. But he must state that the two planes were on a weather reconnaissance flight.
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This may fox the enemy listening posts. If I have to turn back, Rusty will take over and carry out the
operation with four aircraft. I'll try to calculate our drift as accurately as possible when we pass over the Italian coast
and then we'll just have to hope that our dead reckoning navigation brings us close to the target.
Two minutes from ETA, I'll waggle my wings and 30 seconds later we'll open our throttles wide and climb
like hell to our dive-bombing height of 6,000 feet. At this height we should be just over the target. On the way up
come in close. I will then break radio silence to give any last minute instructions. As soon as I give the word, get into
echelon starboard for the bombing attack. This will give us the advantage of the sun behind us. Don't waste time in dropping your bombs. Follow me down at five second intervals. If there's flak and it's not heavy we'll carry out a strafing attack
once we've dropped our bombs. After you've dropped your load, head straight out to sea and form up behind me
again in line astern. I'll then decide if we're going in to strafe or not. Here's some photographs of the cove taken
recently by a photo-reconnaissance Spitfire. You can see the tie-up points on both sides of the cove. The midget
subs are there under camouflage. I'll aim for the left side anchorage and Number Two will drop his bombs
on the right side anchorage. Number Three left, Number Four right and Number Five left. Number Six, that'll
be you Jock, you'll try to hit this hotel about 200 yards from the beach. They're using it as their headquarters.
Any questions? None. OK. The Spy wants to say a few words".
After a brief summing-up and a report on weather conditions given by the Intelligence Officer, the CO said "Right,
have a beer on me and then early to bed". At 5.30 the following morning the camp guard was going round the tents waking up the six pilots. After a mug of tea with the ground crews in the airmen's mess, the pilots climbed into the back of a 15
cwt, truck to be driven down to the airstrip. In the pilots' dispersal hut the usual routine jobs were being done. Parachutes
were being checked. All documents which might have been of use to the enemy if a pilot were taken prisoner were left in the
dispersal hut. Maps were carefully folded, revolvers were checked, escape packs were stuffed into the pockets of the
pilots' mae wests, and finally the Flight-Sergeant in charge of maintenance appeared with the 700's to be signed by
the pilots. The 700 is the form number of an aircraft's log book in which everything that happens to the aircraft is recorded.
It was now 6.30. Muir picked up his 'chute. "OK, chaps, let's go", he said. The six pilots walked out to
the dispersal points where their aircraft waited for them in the early morning gloom. The mechanics
were there to give the pilots a hand with their 'chutes and harness and to reassure them that the planes were in
tiptop shape. A final quick check round the planes by the pilots: tyres, control surfaces, pitot tubes uncovered, no
tell-tale oil-leaks and then the usual routine of a nervous pee before climbing into the cockpit. Cockpit checks had been
carried out and there were now signs of daylight on the horizon.
At exactly 6.48 the shattering roar of Muir's Mustang starting up split the silence. It was followed almost at once by
the deafening thunder of the other five Packard Merlin engines. A five minute warm up and final check by the pilots
and then Muir's Mustang started rolling onto the taxi strip, followed by Johnny his Number Two, then Rusty, Ted, MacCaig and Jock. The Mustangs turned onto the runway, taxied down to the south end. Muir turned across the runway
and the five other aircraft lined up on his starboard side. A final brief revving up to test the magnetos and then
at 7 a.m. on the dot Muir was rolling along the runway on his takeoff run.
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He kept his word and did not climb above a 100 feet but there was no difficulty in forming up and by the time he
reached the northern end of the runway on the downwind leg, the six aircraft were in line astern formation. A gentle turn over
the airfield and the Mustangs slipped quickly into battle formation. Seconds later the six planes were passing over the coast
at 50 feet, on course, heading for their target. About 10 minutes after takeoff, the formation was forced to climb a few
more feet to pass over two Royal Navy destroyers engaged on patrol duty in the Adriatic. The planes waggled their
wings in greeting but as they were travelling at 320 miles an hour they left the destroyers behind in a flash. Muir took
his flight down again to 50 feet and the six aircraft flew on in complete radio silence. Just a few more minutes to
ETA and still no sign of the island. Whatever happened the aircraft would have to start climbing pretty soon. Muir
waggled his wings, the signal to open up and climb like hell.
What luck! There it was, straight ahead. It seemed too good to be true. At 6,000 feet the Mustangs were
rapidly approaching the cove when Muir's excited voice broke the long silence. "OK, echelon starboard".
The planes quickly jockeyed into their echelon position and then again the Flight Commander's voice. "Target
right below us. Keep your eyes open. Going down". One after another at five second intervals the planes pulled up
their noses, rolled over on their backs and hurtled down.
Muir's two 500 lb bombs dropped about 50 yards from the left side anchorage. They exploded, churning up the
water into a white froth. Johnny's bombs dropped smack on the right side anchorage and a large sheet of flame rose up
immediately. Rusty's bombs overshot their target and exploded behind the left side anchorage. Ted dropped his
bombs into the fire started by Johnny. MacCaig went down dangerously low before pulling out but his bombs
landed right on top of the left side anchorage. Jock, who had had a birds-eye view of the bombing, dived
down on MacCaig's tail, swung round a bit, lined up on the hotel and pressed the bomb release button at 3,000 feet.
Seconds later the hotel was a mass of rubble. The flak boys had obviously been caught on the hop. Perhaps they'd got
sozzled the night before celebrating with the midget submarine crews. Again Muir's voice on the RT, "OK,
form up quickly, we'll go in and strafe". Each plane made three passes along the cove, coming in from the
sea. Hundreds of tracer and high explosive point 5 bullets lashed the cove and everything round it. Within
10 minutes it was all over. The aircraft had formed up again in battle formation and were heading back for
the Italian coast.
This was a very successful operation as no planes were lost and we caused a lot of damage.
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249 HAILSHAM, THE MILLENIUM SQUADRON, ATC
ACTIVITIES 2012
Led by Flt Lt Craig Thomson, the squadron was fully occupied throughout 2012. Being Diamond Jubilee year, 249
Squadron ATC found itself involved in a number of events, not all concerned with the jubilee celebrations, however.
In May 2012, the squadron was asked to provide a guard of honour for a road naming ceremony in Hailsham for
the town twinning committee. Among the attendees were the Mayor of Hailsham and the Mayor of Gournay-enBray, the town’s twin community in Normandy. Later in the month, the cadets rolled up their collective sleeves and
put in a great deal of ground work in preparation for Hailsham’s Jubilee Garden. This garden, as its name suggests, was planted to commemorate the Diamond Jubilee. It was formally opened by the Lord Lieutenant for East
Sussex, Mr. Peter Field and the cadets mounted a Guard of Honour for the occasion.
The celebrations continued with a town fête and a service of thanksgiving on the Sunday. The village of Herstmonceux celebrated the jubilee by holding a garden party in the grounds of Herstmonceux Castle, an echo of a similar
event held for Queen Victoria’s jubilee in 1897.The cadets helped by overseeing car parking and generally assisting members of the public. They also provided a VHF radio link so messages could be passed from one end of the
castle grounds to the other.
June saw the squadron’s annual presentation evening where, apart from the presentations themselves, the cadets
had the opportunity to show parents and guests what they had achieved. The evening ended with a continuity drill
display with wheelie suitcases. This was well received, especially by the Guest of Honour, the Lord Lieutenant of
East Sussex.
The same month included a presence at the annual Armed Forces/Veterans’ Day Parade but the highlight had to
be the inauguration of a Bomber Command memorial on the cliff top at Beachy Head. The cadets helped to police
the safety zone when a Chinook from Odiham lifted the granite pieces of the memorial into position and then, a day
or two later, they once again provided a Guard of Honour along with cadets from 54 Eastbourne and 1218 Newhaven Squadrons.
In July, cadets attended annual camp, which was at RAF Shawbury this year. As well as all the usual activities,
some of the cadets flew in Squirrel helicopters with a Royal Navy squadron and during a stop and search exercise,
one enthusiastic cadet stopped and searched a member of the RAF police! To give him his due, he played his part
properly.
We have had presentations from a number of speakers and instructors during the year including a couple of visits
from our parent station, RAF Odiham. The first was from the station armourers, who brought a number of “toys”
with them (‘nuff said!) and the second was from the Helicopter Support Unit who demonstrated the various ways in
which loads are prepared for lifting by helicopters. This culminated in an exercise by the cadets themselves. Split
into two teams, they had to get a load ready in five minutes for an incoming helicopter. It is probably fair to say that
the helicopter left without its load from either team!
Two more interesting speakers were Flt Lt Toby Kealey and Wg Cdr (Retd.) Tony Banfield. Toby is a former cadet
from the squadron who joined the RAF and went on to fly Tornado jets. He is currently stationed at RAF Valley
where he is now instructing aspiring fast jet pilots. Tony Banfield was also a fast jet pilot and had flown with the
Red Arrows for several seasons. Both evenings were a great success.
In September, the squadron helped with the RAFA Wings Appeal, collecting a significant amount of money and on
the Sunday, they attended the Battle of Britain service at Hailsham Church. Later in the month, the Sussex Wing
Field Weekend took place at Crowborough Training Camp (known as the coldest place in the universe) where a
number of activities were undertaken. These included shooting, aircraft recognition and drill competitions as well
as field team exercises. Although not finishing in the top five overall, the squadron had some individual successes.
November brought the Poppy Appeal; jointly with the Hailsham Detachment of the Army Cadet Force, the cadets
collected over £1000 for the British Legion funds. The Remembrance Day Parade followed with a very large turnout from the town on a fine Sunday.
In December, a formal squadron dinner was held at a hotel in the picturesque village of Alfriston. The evening went
off very well and all the cadets and staff enjoyed the first such dinner for about three years.
There is some staff news to impart. Sgts Tom Edwards and Alan Heulin both attended Cranwell for their initial
training. Two others joined the staff, Officer Cadet Kirk Collison and Sgt Adam Curtis. Both Kirk and Adam are excadets of the squadron and Adam is hoping to be off to the RAF in a couple of months. Flt Sgt Tina Calvert was
promoted to Warrant Officer in February. She is the first woman in Sussex Wing to have reached this rank having
worked through the new SNCO system over the past eight years. It is believed that she is one of very few to have
done so in the entire Corps.
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Finally, the squadron had a new padre appointed. He is the Rev Peter Clark and is an ex-naval Warrant Officer, although we do not hold that against him! We do need to train him in our ways; instructing the cadets one evening, an
officer entered the room and he brought the cadets to attention by informing them “Officer on Deck”! He has been
very well received by the cadets and his evenings are always fruitful and thought provoking.
There have been many other activities that the squadron has been involved in, some of them come round each year
and others were unique but space precludes listing them all. Any way, it could become just a little boring!

Remembrance Day Parade

Jubilee Garden preparation

Receiving Jubilee medal from
Ld Lt

Banners at Battle of
Britain Service

Jubilee Garden Opening

New Bomber Command memorial on
Beachy Head

Baggage Drill

Jubilee Garden with Ld Lt of E
Sussex

Padre induction - Rev Peter
Clark on right

Helicopter Support exercise
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Final Take Offs
Maurice Smith

We have been informed of the death of Maurice Smith who served with 249 in Yugoslavia. During this campaign he
was shot down while flying a sorte over Yugoslavia, but managed to escape and return safely to Italy. Our condolences and sympathy go out to his family and friends.

Flt Lt Tony Gronert

It is with deepest regret that we have to announce the Death of Tony Gronert. Tony served on 249 as a Venom Pilot
under S/Ldr John Gibbons , S/Ldr Gough S/Ldr Jock Maitland from 1954 until 1957. He was a great supporter of the
association and will be sadly missed. Our condolences and sympathy go out to his partner Mary, his family and
friends.

Mr G.C. Nichols CBE DFC
It is with regret that I have to report the Death of Mr G.C. Nichols CBE DFC. Mr Nichols flew with the Squadron during the period 1944-1945. Our condolences and sympathy go out to his family and friends.
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Jock Ramsay Maitland

A Memorial Service was held to celebrate the Life of Squadron Leader Maitland, on Wednesday 25th April 2012 at the
RAF Chapel Biggin Hill The Squadron was represented by Mick Waterhouse, Tony Gronert ’ both flew with Jock on
249. Laurie Morton and his Wife Bernice. Our Chairman Terry Gill, and Hon Sec Tommy Cullen. The 249 ATC Squadron was represent by their first C.O. David Calvert.

Jock’s Life
A defining moment in Jock Maitland’s commitment to a lifetime in aviation was a visit by Alan Cobham’s legendary Flying Circus to a field near his Forfar home town in the 1930s. The displays given by Cobham’s fleet of civilian aircraft
made Jock determined to fly, and most likely sowed the seeds leading him to eventually become an innovating pioneer
in the European air display industry.
Jock was born John Ramsay Maitland in Dumbartonshire on October 11, 1924,the third of four children, moving to
Burnside, the family home at Forfar, when he was three years old.
As a boy, Jock professed to have been “ nuts about aeroplanes “and went to see them as the Fleet Air Arm Station at
Arbroath as often as he could. He had wanted to join the Royal Air Force but there was family reluctance, so he joined
the Fleet Air Arm instead. After a year, however, the Navy decided they did not need any more pilots so Jock, who had
begun flight training in Canada, eventually did join the RAF in November 1943.
He was required to repeat his training, this time in South Africa, but the war ended before he could see action. He obtained a release from the RAF and worked as a lumberjack for his father, until the RAF decided it needed to train new
pilots rather than keep surplus wartime aircrew. Therefore Jock was recalled to the RAF in September 1946 and embarked on his third bout of flying training, this time in England, and finally completed the course and was awarded his
pilot’s “Wings”.
Thus began a distinguished 12-year career with the RAF, much of which was spent in the Middle East, with a spell in
South Korea, seconded to the United States Air Force.
August 1947 saw Jock flying Spitfires with 32 Squadron in support of the United Nations’ Mandate on Palestine, engaging in some very active peace-keeping duties between the Egyptians and Israelis, an undertaking complicated by
the fact that all three armed forces were flying Spitfires.
He converted to jet fighters on his return to the UK, and in due course was seconded to the US AIR Force during the
Korean War. He flew Sabre jets till October 1953 as a Flight Commander with the 25th Fighter Interceptor Squadron by
which time he had shot down two Communist MiGs. This earned him the American Distinguished Flying Cross and the
American Air Medal.
The Suez Crisis saw Jock return to the Middle East in 1956 to take command of 249 Squadron flying Venom fighterbombers in Jordan. On the way there, flying his own Proctor aircraft, he was arrested and interrogated as a spy after
he landed unannounced at Abu Sueir airfield in Egypt where, to his astonishment, newly delivered MiG-15s of the
Egyptian Air Force were lined up. He was released three days later following intervention by the British Embassy.
His squadron was heavily engaged in the operations from Jordan and Cyprus, till Jock was posted to Libya in November 1957 as Officer Commanding Flying Wing at El Adem.
By this time he was becoming disillusioned with the RAF, and he resigned from the service in June 1958.
Following his departure from the RAF he found himself at Croydon airport as a flying club instructor. But after a year
the civilian lease for Biggin Hill Airfield became available after the RAF ceased flying there, and after some deft manoeuvring he took it up.
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Jock soon embarked on a number of ventures at Biggin, an air taxi service, a camper-van hire enterprise, an aircraft
import and flying school business, and, with his business partner Ted Drewery, a charter and inclusive tour airline.
But he nurtured an ambition to introduce air travel to the masses, and sought to do this by making airliners and air
travel accessible to the public. With Ted Drewery, Jock staged the first Biggin Hill Air Travel Fair in May 1963. This
enterprise was hugely successful, and laid the foundation of what was to evolve into the iconic Biggin Hill Air Fair.
Much has been enjoyed, and written, about Jock’s Air Fairs over the years. Each one had his unique influence on
them, whether it was exotic formations, like Concorde with Spitfires in 1986, and Harrier with Sopwith Pup in 1988, or
unique and fascinating aircraft not seen elsewhere, such as a Short Sunderland in 1990, and Avro Lancaster which
arrived unexpectedly from Australia in 1968.
And in later years each Air Fair had its own specific theme: the 2010 event, for example, marked the 70th anniversary
of the Battle of Britain, in which Biggin Hill played such a pivotal role, and included Spitfires and Hurricanes in the
flying display, one each of which had actually fought in the Battle.
The Air Fair became a sought after venue for international display pilots and aerobatic teams, attracting the finest
civilian and military fliers. Aerobatic teams came from most European countries over the years, and with the collapse
of the Soviet Union, a much more open Russia and its former Warsaw Pact allies brought a whole new element to
the Western European air shows. This was Jock’s theme for the 1995 Air Fair, “East meets West”, marking the 50th
anniversary of VE Day, and giving thanks that the Cold War never warmed up.
The Air Fairs have supported many local charities over the years, and for those who wanted a bit more than aviation,
there were funfairs, a host of ground displays, vintage car gatherings and impressive parades of military vehicles.
Jock’s company, Air Displays International, and its predecessors, staged more than 100 air shows throughout the UK
between 1963 and 2010 including 48 Air Fairs, six Battle of Britain shows, and hosted dozens of celebrities from test
pilots, entertainers, politicians, and industrialists to local dignitaries and Royalty. For services to aviation Jock was
awarded the Air League’s Jeffrey Quill Medal by the Duke of Edinburgh in 2003, invested with the MBE in 2007 and
had “Maitland View”, a new roadway at Biggin Hill airfield, named after him at a ceremony in 2009.
The final Biggin Hill Air Fair was in 2010 when Jock was 85, and this was the last of what had been one of the most
successful British Civilian air display enterprises ever. Jock’s air shows were professional and entertaining events,
imbued with a relaxed, family atmosphere. Both they and Jock will be sorely missed.

Jock Ramsay Maitland 11 October 1924 - 16th March 2012
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Tony Gronert and Mick Waterhouse

Venom FB Mk4 of 249 Squadron RAF Akrotiri
1957

Venoms of B Flight Akrotiri Jan 57 (Vemsey Eng)

Tony Gronert Mick Waterhouse Laurie Morton

Venoms of B Flight RAF Akrotiri
Jan 57 (Beeney Eng)

Venoms of B Flight Akrotiri Jan 57 (Garrat AF}
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Squadron Leader John Grandy's Replica Hurricane

Squadron members may like to know that a replica Hawker Hurricane has now been installed at Alexandra Gardens, Windsor bearing the markings of 249 Squadron –R4229 and letters GN - J This was the aircraft in which
Squadron Leader John Grandy was shot down on 6 September 1940 during the Battle of Britain. We have chosen it because of John Grandy’s later connections with Windsor. As you may know, after becoming Chief of the
Air Staff, MRAF Sir John Grandy was later Constable and Governor of Windsor Castle, eventually retiring to live
in Windsor until his death.
The Hurricane was formally unveiled by the Mayor of Windsor at a ceremony on Friday 20 July 2012.
The Sir Sydney CammCommemorative Society was formed in 2006 to bring long overdue recognition to Windsor
born Sydney Camm, arguably the world’s finest aeronautical engineer. (See www.sirsydneycamm.org.). The Windsor Hurricane is part of that commemoration and is being followed by an annual scholarship for a young person
studying aeronautical engineering at university.
Les Phipps
(Air Vice Marshal Leslie Phipps, Vice Chairman, SirSydney Camm Commemorative Society)
The Squadron was represented at the event by, Terry and Muriel Gill, Mac McCaig, Roger Kissane, Tommy and
Moira Cullen.

Sir John is third from the right
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Secretary’s report
The Association lost one it’s most admired Commanding officers this Year, Squadron Leader Jock Maitland. He will
be sadly missed. We have also been informed of the deaths of a number of Members who are listed earlier in the
news letter
Again I would like to thank all those who generously sent donations to help the Association’s Finances. Our Main
Expense is Postage, Packaging and Printing the postage has risen by nearly 40 percent this year due to the large
increase by the post office. Any future donations should be made to “249 Squadron Association” and sent to me at
T. Cullen, 12 Bywell Avenue, South Shields, Tyne and Wear, NE34 6RP.
Some of you may already log onto our Web Sites, at http://www.249sqn.co.uk/, this is the main web site, there is a
Blog site at http://249squadron.wordpress.com/, members are encouraged to take an active part on this site, and
lastly, a Squadron photograph album at http://www.flickr.com/photos/249squadron/. I am trying to build a history of
the Squadron in Photos, any help would be appreciated.
The Squadron is having a reunion in Malta in April this year.
In closing The membership of the Association stands at 172 and 23 associate members.
Hon Sec Tommy Cullen.

Squadron Accounts 2012-2013
Receipts
Carried forward From 2012 Balance Sheet

£788.16

Income from sale of Association goods

£34.00

Deposits for Petwood Reunion

£370.00

Donations

£430.00

Membership subscriptions

£104.00

Savings Account Interest

£0.90

North Weald Reunion

£985.00

From cash-in-hand North Weald

£140.31

Proceeds from Raffle

£142.00

Total
Expenditure
Wreaths
Printing and Postage
Savings Account tax
Petwood Deposits
Postage Stamps, Printing, printing ink and ATC
travel exp
Payment for goods and cheque refund

£2994.37

£20.00
£410.00
£0.18
370.00
£248.22
89.00

Donation to B of B Memorial Fund
Expenditure for North Weald Reunion

£25.00
£1,000.00

Total

£2,160.42

Receipts
Withdrawals

£2,994.37
£2,160.42

Balance

£831.97

To be carried Forward
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As you were !

Bryan Montgomery 1961 Summer Ball

Dick Byfield, Monty, Jerry Turner

249 Sqn Officers-Hunt & Oliver

Sassoon Bombing Trophy 1961

Terry Gill in 1951

Ground Crew celebrating Sassoon Victory
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More Photos from Petwood

John Cory, Al Hubbard, Sue Miles, Dave Tisbury

Bob and Pat Parry

Merrie Smith, Bryan Montgomery,
Trudy Montgomery, David Calvert

Colin Tavner, Pat de Burca, Derek Howarth,
Diana Tavner

Dave and Josie Brealey

Pat Mable, Hilda Tisbury, Joan Bennett

Eddie Kelly and Emma Leddy

Max and Sue Miles
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Canberra Crews 25th Annual Reunion 2013
The 25th reunion of Canberra Aircrew and Ground crew was held at the Petwood hotel Woodhall Spa.
Petwood was requisitioned by the RAF during WWII. In the latter stages of the War it was used as the Officers
Mess for the famous 617 Squadron (Dambusters), who were then based at nearby RAF Woodhall Spa.
In the extensive grounds can be found a dummy practice bouncing bomb, as was used in the Dambusters raid.
Inside the hotel, the Squadron Bar is dedicated to 617 Squadron and has memorabilia from the period.
Over the bar can be found the branch of a tree. This was found impaled in the fuselage of a Lancaster.
Against this background we had another very successful reunion. Unfortunately due to illness we had six cancelations. There were thirty attended on the Friday evening and 41 for the official dinner.
At the dinner the secretary read out the apologies’ and a letter from Doug and Margaret Sibley thanking those
members who have given them so much support during Doug’s recent illness.
The dinner was proceeded by drinks in the bar, and then grace before the meal was said by Terrance Blakeney.
In all it was a very successful evening. We hope that members from other eras will join us in future.

Petwood Hotel

Jim and Merrie Smith, David and Tina Calvert

The remains of a prototype Bouncing Bomb

John and Katherine Cory, Brian De Vonald,
Max Miles

Assortment of Aircrew and their Ladies

Al Hubbard, “Perce” Blakeney

Monty, Jim Ellis and Colin Tavner
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